Starter Shingles

Starter shingles save application time. They’re designed to work specifically with different styles of CertainTeed shingles for consistent appearance and performance.

SWIFTSTART®

This starter shingle is designed specifically for use with Landmark Series shingles. Rather than cutting expensive field shingles to use as starters, you can save time and money by starting with SWIFTSTART®.

• Code compliant, meets minimum 2" headlap requirement for starter shingles. Many competing products do not.
• Easy to handle and apply.
• Required to obtain enhanced warranty.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STARTER

For use with Grand Manor®, Highland Slate® and Belmont® shingles.

• Dual-sealant strips at bottom edge for 110 mph wind resistance
• Installation is a snap—no need to cut tabs off expensive shingles
• Provides a straight factory-cut eave edge for a clean look
• Excellent as a rake edge for increased wind resistance
• Saves time and money

Specifications
• 10" x 36" starter strip
• Dual-sealant strips—CertaSeal™ Plus Modified Sealant
• Packed 34 pieces (102 linear feet) per bundle

PRESIDENTIAL STARTER

Required for Presidential Shake® TL and Presidential Shake® shingles and can be used with Arcadia Shake® shingles.

• Assures Class A fire rating
• Two layers of a straight factory-cut eave edge
• Easy to handle and apply
• Available in the entire Presidential TL and Presidential color line
• Saves time and money—no need to remove tabs from expensive shingles

Specifications
• 13-1/4" x 40" starter when applied
• 22 pieces (36 linear feet of coverage) per bundle

Integrity Roof System™

With as much care as you take in selecting the right contractor, choosing the right roof system is equally as important. A CertainTeed Integrity Roof System combines key elements that help ensure you have a well-built roof for long-lasting performance. It all starts with CertainTeed’s broad line of shingles, featuring brilliant color blends, dramatic styles and shadow lines, and the strongest warranties in the industry. The right shingle can mean the difference between an average, everyday look or a beautiful roof that’s the talk of the neighborhood.

Shingles are just the beginning— to keep your new roof performing and looking great for years to come it takes a complete CertainTeed Integrity Roof System approach.

1. Waterproofing Underlayment

The first step in your defense against the elements. Self-adhering underlayment is installed at vulnerable areas of your roof to help prevent leaks from wind-driven rain and ice dams.

2. Water-Resistant Underlayment

Provides a protective layer over the roof deck and acts as a secondary barrier against leaks.

3. Starter Shingles

Starter Shingles are the first course of shingles that are installed and designed to work in tandem with the roof shingles above for optimal shingle sealing and performance.

4. Shingles

Choose from a variety of Good-Better-Best styles to complement any roof design and fit your budget.

5. Hip & Ridge Caps

Available in numerous profiles, these accessories are used on the roof’s hip and ridge lines for a distinctive finishing touch to your new roof.

6. Ventilation

A roof that breathes is shown to perform better and last longer. Ridge Vents, in combination with Intake Vents, allow air to flow on the underside of your roof deck, keeping the attic cooler in the summer and drier in the winter.

learn more at: certainteed.com/roofing
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From start to finish
Starter shingles, ventilation & hip & ridge caps - all designed to work with your CertainTeed shingles.
Accessory shingles are used to finish the hips and ridges of your roof and carry the same warranty as your CertainTeed shingles. They provide the same level of protection and durability, and can help upgrade the appearance of any roof line with depth and dimension.

**MOUNTAIN RIDGE**
- For use with Grand Manor®, Carriage House®, Highland Slate®, and Belmont.
- Size and color vary by region
- Can be double-coursed to accent rooflines and enhance overall appearance
- Algae-resistant

**CEDAR CREST**
- For use with Landmark® TL and Landmark Series.
- Size and color vary by region
- Can be double-coursed to accent rooflines and enhance overall appearance
- Algae-resistant

**SOLARIS HIP & RIDGE**
- For use with Landmark® TL, Landmark Series, and Highland Slate®.
- Covers 33.75 linear feet or 24 linear feet depending on manufacturing facility
- Co-polymer construction

**SHINGLE RIDGE ACCESSORY**
- For use with Grand Manor®, Carriage House®, Highland Slate®, and Belmont.
- Covers 10 linear feet per bundle
- Designed with an internal baffle to deflect wind and weather over the slot to help protect the shingles from rain and snow infiltration.
- Designed with an internal baffle to deflect wind and weather over the slot to help protect the shingles from rain and snow infiltration.

**NORTHGATE HIP & RIDGE**
- For use with NorthGate.
- Covers 33.75 linear feet or 24 linear feet depending on manufacturing facility

**VENTILATION**
Attic ventilation is an important element of a home’s design and construction. Effective attic ventilation helps prevent attic heat buildup, humidity and ice-colds by continuously moving air along the underside of the roof.

**RIDGE VENTS**
- CertainTeed Ridge Vents are designed to match the roof of the roof, allowing exhaust ventilation all along the roofline. Less than an inch in height, these molded, high-impact copolymer designs cover the entire underside of roof and carry the same warranty as CertainTeed shingles.
- Various sizes and types are available, including:
  - 7" Ridged Class A Fire-rated
  - 8" Ridged
  - 9" Ridged Class A Fire-rated
  - 9/2" Shingle or Universal
- These vents are easy to install, with a slim design for visual appeal.
- CertainTeed Ridge Vents have a limited Lifetime Warranty.

**ROLLED RIDGE VENT**
- CertainTeed Ridge Vents have been proven to be the most efficient and effective systems you can install.
- Features:
  - Fits readily in installation – internal ribs add rigidity to the vent and aid in installation.
  - Designed with an external baffle to deflect wind and weather over the slot to help protect the shingles from rain and snow infiltration.
- Benefits:
  - Helps extend your roof's exposure, enhances curb appeal, and provides three levels of weather protection.
  - Meets top-rated shingle warranty ventilation requirements.

**INTAKE VENT**
- CertainTeed Intake Vent provides proper intake ventilation for homes with either or over central and under-eave vents.
- Features:
  - Designed with internal baffles and weather stripping that helps defuse wind pressure.
- Benefits:
  - Designed with internal baffles and weather stripping that helps defuse wind pressure.
  - Helps extend your roof’s exposure.

**SLANT BACK STATIC ROOF VENTS**
These vents are designed to provide effective ventilation for homes with metal or other non-combustible roofs. They have a simple, universal design that can be installed with little or no overhang.
- Features:
  - Made to order and designed as one piece of metal. All accessories are designed with the CertainTeed logo embossed into them.
- Benefits:
  - Helps extend your roof’s exposure.